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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION: TORCHIT
Torch-it is dedicated to giving back to society. The aim of this venture is to develop an
Efficient and Economical Device for Persons with Disabilities, so they can go about their
lives with more confidence and speed. Torchit is a social venture that is dedicated
towards the upliftment and empowerment of the specially-abled population.
SAARTHI: BRIEF
Saarthi is an innovative product which can be used
to sense the surroundings by the visually impaired
people, which will help them in navigate into their
dark world. Saarthi can be attached to the white
cane and the user will be able to sense the
obstacles through feedback in the form of a buzzing
sound and vibrating sensations. A powerful battery
and microcontroller have been used to make it
more effective and long lasting with the availability
of three accurate ranges. The user can use the
device with a cane to find directions & obstacles in
unfamiliar territories, whilst the device can be used
independently in familiar regions for obstacle
detection. Saarthi comes with built-in detection
sensors which help the user easily and accurately
identify the surroundings for the person using the
device. Owing to our mission of empowering
visually challenged, this product has been made
quite economical when it comes to the price of the
product, so that maximum people could derive its
benefits.
MISSION AND VISION
Mission
Our mission is to reach 2 million visually impaired people in 2 years; and explain them
the working of TORCH-IT and how it would bring light to their virtually dark world. We
target to reach them by masses by collaborating with numerous NGOs, institutions, and
organizations associated with our target mass.
Vision
Our vision is the formation of a better community or a platform for our Spatially
Enabled friends where they will feel much more comfortable, more confident and will
hence become more social.
www.mytorchit.com
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PROBLEM THAT SAARTHI AIMS TO SOLVE :
285 million visually impaired across the globe face multiple problems in their daily lives ranging
from day to day indoor and outdoor travel, to getting fair employment opportunities and even
feeling left out in the society. A Visually Impaired person can’t move around independently just
because of the fact, he/she fears from the fact of getting lost or meeting an accident on the road,
due to the fact that their vision is acutely compromised. Additionally, 285 million people feel left out
and are not able to join the workforce due to mobility & confidence issues causing huge loss of
human capital.

THE PROBLEM IMPACT :
A. For the Visually Impaired Person
• Higher dependence on friends & family
• Reduced Confidence & Self Esteem
• Higher rates of unemployment
B. For the Society
•Un-employability of a potential resource
•Increased cost burden of hospitality of the individual

SAARTHI’s IMPACT :
Benefits for Visually Impaired
•The increase in Obstacle Awareness : Technological assistance to detected obstacles with
99.7% accuracy.
•Reduction in Collision Rate : Accurate and reliable detection of obstacles results in reduced
number of collision.
• The increase in the confidence of the user : Reduced collision rate due to reliable
technology helps build confidence.
•Education : This self reliance helps kids to travel to an within the school premises providing
them access to education.
•Employment : The self reliance and confidence makes them industry suitable and
employable.

It enables the visually impaired people to live a better, independent, smarter and
easier life.
www.mytorchit.com
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PRODUCT FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy - 99.7% Obstacle Detection Accuracy
Affordability - Priced at INR 2,200 (With training)
Simplistic Use - Extremely simple to use
Operation Ranges - 3 ranges; closed rooms (2 feet), lobbies (4 ft) & streets (8 ft)
Ergonomic & Efficient Design - comfortable in long hours of usage;
Battery details – Rechargeable battery, One charge lasts 30 days
With/without cane – can be used as effectively standalone & attached to any stick
Water & Shock resistant – The product is shock and water resistant
Light weight – 150 Grams, rigid yet light-weight product
Product’s useful life - 5 years
Warranty Offered – 1 year manufacturer warranty

TORCHIT’s Independent Mobility Kit:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Saarthi
White Cane
Taking Watch
iNote
Goggles
With Carry on Pouch

Pricing
All Prices are for Assistive Navigation Device "Saarthi” (INR)
Products

Units to be ordered

Discount

Saarthi

Saarthi

1
Less than 1,000
1,000 & Above
5,000 & Above
10,000 & Above

0%
10%
17%
25%
30%

2200.00
1980.00
1826.00
1650.00
1540.00

www.mytorchit.com

Saarthi with
Torchit's
Saarthi with white cane &
Independent
white cane extended
Mobility Kit
warranty
2400.00
2180.00
2026.00
1850.00
1740.00

2800.00
2580.00
2426.00
2250.00
2140.00

3200.00
2980.00
2826.00
2650.00
2540.00
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Excerpt of Torchit from Hon. PM’s book on top 5 promising startups in India

Source: The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi released book named ‘Fostering Excellence’
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Source: The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi released book named ‘Fostering Excellence’
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User Experiences and Testimonials
Using Saarthi has provided me a lot of confidence to move around freely with
independence. Not being dependent on people all the time for small things is a great
feeling of independence and happiness. Its simplicity makes it easy to use device and its
accuracy of obstacle detection makes it very reliable.
Mr. Ashokbhai,, Andh Apangjan Vikas Mandal, Mogri
Walking around in the campus is easier with our Saarthi. The vibrations help us know of
obstacles in advance and we can avoid collisions because of this. It makes me less prone to
injury and I can walk freely in the campus without fear.
Prakashbhai, student at BPA, Ahmedabad
Its long battery life is ensures that we don’t have to recharge it frequently and can use it
daily. It’s visually impaired friendly design and features have made it a part of our life.
Gaganbhai Mehta, Retired Teacher, Gandhinagar
I have been one of the early adopters for Saarthi and have been using it for the last 8 - 10
months almost regularly. What I find really useful in Saarthi is how easily it can be learned
to use it and I would say I have found a wonderful and reliable friend in Saarthi where I
can just get up and my Saarthi guides my way.
Bhavik Rupala, Mimmie Cama Higher Secondary School, Ahmedabad
TorchIt has been a company that has really cared of my feedback. They initially had a lot of
features in Saarthi which we users didn't find that relevant and we asked them to be
removed and the TorchIt team has been very responsive to out suggestions. I use Saarthi
almost 3-4 hours a day while walking in the park or going to the institution, it has changed
my life immensely as I used to stay indoors all the time but now I explore the world
without fear.
Vipulbhai Padsala, National Association for the Blind, Rajkot
Saarthi has been really useful as it has different modes that accommodate to the
surroundings as I am walking in different setups. I use the indoors mode to walk inside my
room and in my lobby and use the outdoors mode when I have to walk on the streets. It is
very useful!
Kiranbhai Chaudhari, Vidhyamandir Trust, Palanpur
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Our Achievements
Top 5 Promising
Startups

Best Innovation Award,
IIT Kharagpur

Millennium Alliance Award for expansion
in African Market

Social Innovation
winner, IIGP 2.0

Top 6 Startups

Amongst Top 10
Innovations, NASA

Top 7 Healthcare
Startups Globally

Torchit has also been facilitated with 40 more international and national
awards for its Saarthi device

Our Partners
Corporate Partners

Mentor Organizations
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